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Freshman
Elections
Oct. 21

Volume XLI—Number 2

iHnntrlarimt
MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, N. J.

Governor Hughes Appoints

United Nations
Day
Oct. 27

September 28, 1968

Partridge to Deliver Keynote
Address A t Fall Convocation

Pres. Richardson Chairman
Of United Nations’ W eek Pres. Richardson
Dr. Thomas H. Richardson, to Improve the Conditions of
President of Montclair State
College, has been appointed
Chairman of the New Jersey
United Nations Week obser
vance. The appointment, made
by the Governor of the State,
Richard J. Hughes, came late
last summer. President Rich
ardson was present Tuesday,
September 20, in Trenton, as
Governor Hughes signed the
proclamation w h i c h
would
make the week of October 24-30
United Nations Week in New
Jersey. Harry W. Woldstein,
president of the United Nations
Association of the USA, New
Jersey Division.
The highlight of the week’s
programs will come with the
state-wide celebration of the or
ganization’s 21st
anniversary
on Thursday, October 27, at
Montclair State College. The
program will open with a con
vocation, with The Honorable
Clifford Case, Senator from New
Jersey, as its main speaker. Se
nator Case will speak on “Can
the UN Survive as a Factor in
World Peace?” Following the
convocation there will be a cof
fee hour, panel discussions, din
ner and an evening session.
The panel subjects have ben
chosen to reflect controversial
aspects of the United Nations,
as well as topics of immediacy
in today’s world. Among the to
pics to be covered are: “ Why
Should the U.S. bear a disprop
ortionate share of the costs of
the United Nations?“ : Should
American Labor Make a “ Peac
Corps” effort Through the U.N.

World Labor?” ; “ Private Indus
try’s Stake in the U.N.” ; Shoul
the U.N. Change Its Policy on
the Admission of Mainland Chi
Dr. E. De Alton Partridge,
na to the U.N.’ ; and “ What Mor former president of Montclair
al Obligotions does the Religious jstate College, will deliver t h e
Community Have Toward Sup- ¡keynote address at the Fall Conporting the U.N. and World jvocation on Tuesday, October
Peace?” Other topics will dealj4i at 10:00 in the Amphitheater,
with loss of sovereignty, health ;Dr
Thomas Richardson will
care in underdeveloped nations, preside at the event and award
worid labor conditions, the war the twenty-two Bachelor of Arts
in Vietnam, the problem of Rho- and seventy-five Masters de
grees.
( Continued on page 6)
Fall convocation at Montclair
State College is an event o f
color and pageantry. It is one
of the few times all members
of the faculty appear as a group
before their students.
This fall, in addition to many
Dr. Partridge, who is current
returning f a c u l t y members, ly President of the Far East
Montclair State welcomes sev Foundation, received his A.B.
enty three new instructos t o degree from Brigham Young
its classooms. The following University and his Ph. D. in
persons will take their places on Psychology from Teacher’s Col
the MSC faculty this semester: lege Columbia University. H e
Laura G. Adams, Assistant was appointed to the faculty at
Professor II, English; Joseph MSC in 1937 and served as
S. Attanasio, Assistant Profess Dean of Instruction for four
or II, Speech; Abbie F. Ayers, years prior to being appointed
Associate Professor, Education; to the presidency in 1951.
Harry Balfe II, Assistant PoAfter leaving his position as
fessor, Social Studies; Muriel President in 1964, Dr. Partridge
R. Becker, Assistant Pofessor travelled extensively through
II, English; George Bernstein, the Far East and became active
Assistant Professor, S o c i a l in the Far East Foundation.
Studies; Robert Bornstein, As Dr. Jack Sacher will direct
sistant Professor III, Health and the college choir and Dr. Arthur
Physical Education; David C. Christmann will conduct the col
B o s s o n, Graduate Assistant, lege orchestra during the con
Physical
Education;
Eidola vocation.
Jean Bourgaize, Associate Pro
In case of poor weather con
fessor, Education; Arthur Dav- ditions, the ceremonies will be
held in Memorial Auditorium.
(Continued on page 3)

To Officiate

7 3 Faculty Members
Join College Staff

Club to Present Off-Broadway Musical;
‘Fantasticks ’ to Appear October 6, 7
The Fantasticks, New York’s longest running musical show,
is coming to M.S.C. October 6 & 7 at 8:40 p.m. in Memorial Auditor of colored paper, confetti arid
ium. The Tom Jones-Harvey Schmidt musical will be performed sometimes poses as a “ wall” be
by members of the New York cast under the direction of Donald tween the two families.
The Fantasticks is being pro
Babcock. Babcock will repeat his role of the Boy’s Father, which
he has played in the New York production for more than 1,700 per duced for CLUB by David CryDavi d C gkqjjj
formances.
The Fantasticks is one of the to catch a glimpse of a small er-Albert Poland Productions.
(Continued on page 4)
most warmly exciting and ima Mute, who darts about with bits
ginative musicals of our time
and has been presented in more
than thirty countries thrroughout the w o r l d . Many of the
songs from the tuneful score
have become standards during
the seven year run in New York,
notably Barbara treisand’s re
cordings of
“ Much
More,”
“ oon It’s Gonna Rain,” and
“ I Can ee It,” and arry Belafonte’s rendition of “ Try to Re
member.”
ry of a young boy and girl, in
The Fantasticks tells the stolove, out of love, and growing
up under the watchful eyes of
t h e i r fathers, who pretend to
frown on the match but secretly
bring them together. The cata
lyst in the story is a Narrator
who sometimes takes on the per
sonage of the Spanish Bandit,
El Gallo, and who shows the
ways of the world to the Boy
and .Girl, e is nobly assisted
by an old hakespearean actor
and an Indian with a cockney
Cast of “ The Fantasticks’
accent. It is also possible for one

Dr. E. DeAlton Partridge

Dean of College Recognizes
Students For Achievement
Dr. Allan Moorehead, Dean of the College, has announced
the names of those students who have attained an average of
3.5 or better for full-time work of at least 12 semester hours
in the regular division for the Spring Semester, 1966. Students
who have made the Dean’s List have been invited to attend
the Reception and Tea, which will be held in Chapin Hall
on Wednesday, October 19, from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
The students w h o s e names
are listed below have attained
an average of 3.5 or better for
full time work of at least 12 se
mester hours, in the regular un
dergraduate division for the
Spring semester. The star in
dicates a 4.0 average.

Arts; Mary Donato, Social Stu
dies; Donald Doolittle, Physi
cal Education; James Dunn,
Physical Education; Faith El
lis, Home E c.; Ilona Entenberg,
Latin; G u n t e r
Evdokimoff,
French; ‘ Kathleen Farley, Soc
ial Studies; Edith Fedor, Span(Continued on page 5)

Seniors
Joseph Affinito, Physical Ed
ucation ; C a r m e l a
Alaimo,
Speech;
Theresa Albanese,
Math.; Jeanne Allen, Home Ec.;
•Kenneth Allen, Physical Educa
tion; Diane Aquila, Home Ec.;
Yolanda Ardizzone,
English;
D. Thomas H. Richardson,
F r a n c e s Bognato, English;
presilent
of Montclair S t a t e
Stanley Barber, Speech; George
Bates, Fine Arts; Harriet Bay- College, has announced the pro
arsky, Speech; Charles Beck, motion of sixteen faculty mem
Physical Education; *Ira Berger, bers. Promoted from associate
Industrial Arts; Carole Boudi- to full professor were: D. Robette, Business Education; Mar et R. Beckwith, Social Studies;
tha Brick, English; Ruth Brous- Dr. Laurence Bellagamba, Ed
seau, English; Warren Brown, ucation D;r. Leonard Buchner,
Dr. Arthur
H.
English; Arlene Burkowski, Span Psychology;
ish; Elaine Cacciarelli, Business Chistmann, Music; Dr. Evan
Education; P e t e r Carparel- M. Malesky, Mathematics; Dr.
li, Science; Mary Casey, Eng Charity E. Runden, Psychology
lish; Alfred Cerone, Social Stu and Education; and Dr. John
dies; Luisa Chang, Spanish; Do R. Beard, Librarian.
Promoted from assistant pro
rothy Chestnut, English; Eva
Ciulla, English; Brian Clifford, fessor to associate were: Ro
Social Studies; Mrs. Leatha land R. Flynn, Science; M i s s
Sturges Collins, English; Grace Marie M. Frazee, Education;
Colquhoun, Business Education; Donald B. Gregg, Education;
Joseph Conley, Jr., Physical Charles H. Martens, Fine Arts;
Education; Gregory Cordano, Karl R. Moll, Speech; Dr. Lois
Industrial Arts; Virginia Cue- A. More, Social Studies; and
man, Home Ec.; *Joan Davis, Dr. Paul A. Gaeng, Foreign
Math.; ‘ John Dagelmann, Phy Languages.
Richard
H.
Hodson a n d
sical Education; Ronald De
Marco, Science; Dolores De George A, Olsen were promoted
Marzio,
Physical Education; from assistant pofessor II t o
Mary DePiano, English; Judith assistant professor of science
I DeSimone, Business Education; and industrial arts, respectiveMrs. Patricia S. DiPaola, Fine ly.

Sixteen Professors
Receive Promotions

Page 2
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Advanced Research Offered
In Communist Countries

September 26. 1966

Graduate Schools Welcome MSC Students;
A pply Early fo r Applications

, Grants

The Inter-University Committee on Travel Grants an
by Charles Yeager
nounces opportunities for advanced graduate students, faculty
Every year increasing numbers of Montclair seniors go on to who received the PhD were be
members, and post-doctoral researchers to engage in study and re
search in the Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and Hungary graduate school. However, many who could receive a “ free ticket’ ', tween 91 and 120. Another study,
during the academic year, 1967-1968. These exchanges are made underestimate the opportunities and fail to apply. With most uni published in the J u l y
1966
possible by the intergovernmental agreement on exchanges with versities expanding, the possibility of acceptance for a good Mont Journal of College Student Per
sonnel, found 54V, of those rethe USSR and agreements with the respective educational organiz- clair student are great.
The statistics are surprising. For example in 1963 one school— \ceiving the doctorate at the UnJ
ATIONS Bulgaria, Czechoslova- -----------------------------------------------kia, and H u n g a r y .
These of the receiving country com Penn State—accepted 9% of Montclair’s senior math majors for |versity of Illinois—one of the better graduate schools in the counexchanges are administered for mensurate with the needs of graduate work in pure mathem-|
the American side by the Intbr- their p r o g r a m s . Applicants atics, and in addiiton, several Harvard School of Education Itry—were in the same 91-to-120
University Commhvee on Trav must be AMERICAN CITIZEN. to go into math education. 1963 gives over $1,000.000 in assis- ( ranfie Be!ow is. an attempt ,0
,
compare those eight hundred reel Grants, a multi-university With The exception of those ap was also a good year for the
Committee on Travel Grants, a plying for the summer exchange languages, English, science and tance each year to less than 600 j cejvjng ¡be PhD or EdD at Illimulti-university American org of language teachers which is the physical education depart full time and 30 part time stu- i nois with MSC students. The stadents and (4) How desperate tistics for MSC are those enteranization whose objective is to open also to teachers of Russian ments.
strengthen American education in elementary and secondary
Those knowing nothing about they are for teaching assistant, jng the Freshmen class in 1960.
When applying for graduate (It should be noted that dropouts
in all fields by supporting re- schools, applicants must be af graduate schools can obtain in
searrch in the Soviet Union and filiated with American universi formation easily. Montclair’s school there are several things 1over the four year period would,
Eastern Europe.
ties or colleges. The deadline for college catalog provides the t° keep in mind: (1) generally, i in all probability, have raised the
The Inter-University Commit submitting applications for the names of faculty members, who it is easier to gain acceptance! Montclair average by graduaTee administers thrree separate 1967-68 exchange is November have probafly attended a school toward an MA in education tion last June). The comparison
exchanges with the USSR: an 1, 1966.
of your interest, and who would than in a “ pure” subject area, is listed below:
though in most cases
the TABLE I: I.Q. ON STANDARDIZED
exchange of advanced graduate
F o r additional
information be willing to talk to you about course work can be arranged |tests
students and young faculty, an
in high school
write: Howard Mehlinger, Inter- it. Undoubtedly, the best refer so there is minimal difference Those receiving
Entering
exchange of post-doctoral re
ence
source
for
admission
stan
doctorate at
Freshmen
University Committee on Tra
if
unsure
about
your
interest
or
searchers, and an exchange of
Univ.
of
Montclair
I960
vel Grants, 021 Lindley Hall, In dards, fee, etc., is Jane Grah your acceptability, apply to seIllinois 1959
American teachers of Russian
121-121
46%
31%
am’s,
A
guide
to
Graduate
Stu
diana University, Bloominton,
101-120
50
68
for a special ten-week program
dy: Programs Leading to the
India, 47401.
91-100
4
1
Western, Midwestern, and Sou Mean
d u r i n g the summer. The efScore
122
117
PhD Degree. It is available in
TABLE II- HIGH SCHOOL CLA
changes with Bulgaria, Czeschthern
Universities
are
anxious
the Sprague Library. In addi
RANK
oslovakia, and Hungary are op
Those receiving
Entering
tion, more complete informa to have Eastern students, partic
doctorate at
Freshmen
en vo advanced graduate stu
tion cas be obtained by sending ularly the rapidly expanding
Univ. ot
Montclair 1950
dents, faculty, and post-dnctoral
1959
out 10 to 20 postcards to various . state school seeking an “Eas- Upper 1/10 Illinois51.3%
36.9%
researchers.
73.0
74.6
school requesting a graduate j —tern image." (3) Ivy League Upper >4
Upper
88.6
96.2
Participants in these eychancatalog in arts and science for schools have shown a willing- Upper 3¿
97.3
99.5
ges are chosen in national com
As the tables indicate, the
education ----- depending on j ness to take Montclair students
petition through application and
Idon’t rule them out. (4) Take the average MSC Freshman in 1960
An unexpected shortage o f your preference.
8inverview. Participants must teachers has hit many New JerGraduate Record Examination
Most Eastern and Far Western j the college boards of graduate compared very favorably with
have proficiency in the language 'sey school districts this year,
the average recipient of a docIreport educational leades at schools prefer a minimum of a school -- for practice in your ju
(Continued on page 6)
3.0
average,
while
the
Midwest,
nior year. (Educational Testing
tending the New Jersey Educ
ation Association annual Lead West and South often go down Service; Princeton, New Jer
ership Conference at Montclair to a 2.5 or lower. However, ma sey) (5) Apply early! Many un
State College. They blame t h e ny are willing to look at the iversities have deadlines by Ja
shortage on lagging salaries grades from your Junior and nuary 15 and their applications
Senior year only. Good Gradu- range from extreme bureaucra
President of Montclair S t a t e dor classroom teachers.
i ate Record scores or Peace cy (Teachers College Columbia)
College, has announced the apOnly one week before the op
More than 16,000 checks were
pointment of Dr. John H beard ening of school, the leacher- Corps Service can often offset to one to two page forms (NYU
AND Harvard) (6) Apply for all |mailed prior to July 21 by the
of 1083 Pompton Avenue, Cedar Jeaders report more unfilled a mediocre record.
Government loans up to $500 1typeg Qf financial aid ¡„eluding Veterans Administration to vettfroVe, as Head Librarian. H e
classroom vacancies than have are available at all schools, as
cran-svadents attending summer
is Professor of Library Science
existed since the height of the are many forms of work schol-1 NDEA awards (7) Don’t be scar schools throughout the country.
at the College.
ed
by
most
school
s
requirement
teacher shortage in the early aiship aid. The recognition by j
Dr. Beard succeeds Dr. Wil
of a B average in graduate In New Jersey several hundred,*•
liam L. Williamson who resign 1950’s. Estimates of existing the federal government of the work. As a rule they grade stu were sent to veterans attending
ed vj take a position at the Un vacancies run as high as 1,000. need for financial assistance has j dents much easier than under school in this state. These were
One reason for the 1966 teach made it financially posible for |
iversity of Wisconsin.
the first payments under t h e
er
shortage is the drive for ed anyone to go on to graduate j graduates. For example: At new GI Bill education program.
The new head librarian joined i
Harvard
you
write
“
graduate
impovement
being school. Financial aid is depen
the Montclair State faculty as ucational
student” on your papers in mix More checks were to be mailed
pushed
by
the
national
govern
dent on many factors: (1) Your j
daily as certificates of attend
an associate librarian in Sept
ment, said Mrs. Elizabeth Mc- need, (2) your undergraduate ed courses (grad and under ance were received, announced
ember, 1965.
grade.
Then,
with
the
exception
A native of Alberta, Canada, Gonigle, NJEA president and a average, (3) the amount of re-: of seminars, the papers are gen P.. Nugent, manager of the
R e
he received a teacher’s certifi fifth- grade teacher in Cape May search grants the school has erally graded by other empathd Veterans Administration
(prestige). (For example the!
gional
Office,
Newark,
N.J.
cate from The Provincial Norm City.
etic graduate students.
The first payments are for
al School in Calgary, Alberta,
“ Many supervisory positions,
At least three-fourths of Mont
the month of June attendance
and a . Bachelor of Arts degree with attractive salaries, are op
clair’s graduates qualify for and in most cases were received
from the University )of »British ening u pin remedial and exemgraduate work somewhere
by Juoy 20.
Columbia, Vancouver.
play programs funded under
perhaps only the South. Howev
Under the law, payments
He was awarded a Doctorate the Elementary and Secondary
er while picking up an MA at a may be made only after the VA
in Library Science from Col Education Act,” she explained.
State univeisity in the South, receives the certificates of at
umbia University in 1965.
“ This has taken some of o u r
you have the opportunity to off tendance from the veteran, or
He previously worked in lib best a n d most experienced
set a mediocre Montclair re in some instances from the
raries in Windsor, Ontario, and teachers out of the classroom.’
cord, and with superior grades, schools required to send in such
Vancouver, and in the Business
Bu’t the lure of supervisory
you’ll
increase your acceptabil proof.
Library at Columbia Univer slaaries alone cannot explain
ity for a PHD degree there or
As during the GI education
sity. From 1962-1964, he was in the size .of this year’s teacher
elsewhere.
programs of World War II and
Prance working for the Library shortage. Many teachers w h o
Almost as many people have the Korean Conflict, some of
Development Program of UNE worked in New Jersey schools
BA degrees today as had high these certificates will be late.
SCO and during that time con last year have simply vanished
school diplomas in the 30’s. As In such cases, the VA will be
ducted a seminar in Nigeria for from the scene, because of mat
the competition for the challeng required to wait until the form
library development in the de ernity. better jobs in other
ing job increases, one of the properly filled out is received
veloping countries of Africa.
frields, or offers from high-pay
first arbitrary means of elimin from the veteran.
Mrs. Beard is Head of the committies in othe states, Mrs.
ating applicants is to raise the
Children’s Department of It h e McGonigle said.
The VA cautions students re
degree requirements. It is easier porting for school that they
Sprainbrook Branch, Yonkers
“ Because of the high visibil
Public Library, New York.
to get an MA, PhD, or EdD now should have sufficient funds in
ity of teacher salaries, the pub
than when you’re 40 and have addition to their enrollment
lic has seen the increases that
children, a mortgage and the costs to support themselves for
RUSSIAN LANGUAGE
Robert L. Ramsdale
have occurred in recent years,
months.Itwikqjjj
tradition of spending money.
STUDY GROUP
and people think teacher pay is
Thursday, September 29, 1966
Montclair State is an anom two months. It will be two
now high. What they do not see
Room 226 College Hall
aly from most state teachers months. It will be two months
is that the salary gains of teach
4:30 p.m.
colleges for both the quality of before they receive their first
ers are smaller than those o f
its reputation and the quality VA check.
Any students and faculty their college classmates who enThe VA is conducting á cam
members interested in study teed
Mr. Robert L. Ramsdale has of the student body. The most paign to remind veteran stud
other
professions.
Al
ing the Russian Language though teacher income has gone been appointed as the assistant frequent ceiling on any of her
ents to mail in their certificates
please attend this meeting. up, in economic status teachers to the director of Life Hall, Mr. student’s e d u c a t i o n al as
pirations is the ceiling they of attendance without delay,
The Group's meeting hours
are still behind the other pro Ramsdale is a graduate o f
place
on themselves. If you are received on time,
will be the topic of discussion.
and
fessions and job fields requiring Glassboro State College
month when these certificates
If you did not attend last
was a science teacher at t h e want to go to graduate school will be made by the 20th of the
equivalent peparation.”
there
is
money,
a
university
year's organizational meeting,
Cinnaminson Junior-Senior High
When the program gets under
About 325 leaders of local ed School before coming to MSC. and the opportunity waiting for
you are still welcome. Mr.
way this fall, it is estimated by
ucation
associations
in
New
Jer
Ernest Shore of the Foreign
He will assist Gary Leo in his j y °uthe VA that over 16,000 New
Language Department will be sey attended the conference, duties as director of Life Hall 1 A study by Strauss (1960)
Jersey veterans will be in at
which
ended
Wednesday
(Aug
the instructor.
and adviser to the college Life i found that 45% of the I.Q.’s in tendance in schools, colleges
ust 30).
Union Board.
[ high school records of people and universities.

Teacher Shortage
Hits N.J. Schools

Dr. Beard Named

G.I. Bill Checks

Head Librarian

Mailed to 16,000

Ramsdaie to Assist
Life Hall Director
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Voice o f Montclair Slates
Plans fo r Forthcoming Year
The Voice of Montclair State is a new and growing organiza
tion which is working to establish a radio station on campus. Com
posed of undergraduate students from all the college departments,
the group hopes that he establishment of an FM radio station will
not only improve communications among the student body, but will
also offer an excellent opportunity for the students to participate
in his field. All new members are invited to attend the meetings
------------------------------------------------- and join the organization; experience is not necessary.

Gladstone To Be
Photographer For
1967 LaCampana

Nancy Skirka, editor-in-chief
of La Campana, has announced
that Gary Gladstone, a profes
sional photographer, has been
contracted to photograph for
that publication.
Mr. Gladstone, a free-lence
photographer for Time and Life
magozines, recently had a dis
play of his work in the Time
and Life Building in New York
City.
Mr. Gladstone will be respon
sible for the candid photographs
of this year's yearbook. He will
also cover sports events and the
full proceedings of Homecoming
including the floats, football
games, and dances.

Some of the activities planned
for the forthcoming year are as
follows:
Programming

Department

—

The Program Department i s
currently planning educational
and entertaining programs too
be presented on the station. It
has been in contact with various
recording companies concern
ing the purchase of records and
plans to tape several lecture,
discussion, musical, and dram
atic programs during the com
ing year.
Announcing

Deparlmenl

——

The announcing staff will con
duct auditions shortly after the
opening of the semester to ob
tain additional members who
will then take part in a training
program.

Parking Lot Construction Delayed

These members will be working
on the technical aspects of rad
broadcasting. They will also
assist members of the organiza
Photography Schedule
tion in preparing for the radio
Miss Skirka has also released operator’s license examinations.
the schedule of organization
NewSleller Department -----pictures. The time, date, organ A monthly newsletter contain
ization and location for each ing information about campus
picture follow:
activities will be sent to all
commuting students in an ef
Monday, October 17
9:00, Iota Gamma Xi, Snack fort to i m p r o v e communi
Bar; 9:15, Agora, Snack Bar; cations between the college cam
9:30, Alpha Chi Beta, Cafeteria; pus and these students.
9:45, Kappa Sigma Rho, Cafete Writing Department ---- - Wri
ria; 10:00, Gamma Delta Chi, ters are ne e d e d to compose
Cafeteria; 10:15, Psi Chi, Cafete scripts for the program depart
ria; 10:30, Galumph, Women’s ment and to work on the Voice
Lounge (lower Life Hall); 10:45, of Montclair State Newsletter.
Dalphac,
Life
Hall
Lower
Sports Department ----- In the
Lounge; 11:00, Senate, Barbeque
coming year the sports announ
Pit (Life Hall); 11:15, Delta Sig
cers will tape M.S.C. football
ma Chi, Barbeque Pit; 11:30,
games and other sports events.
Theta Chi Rho, Back Stage Door
Correspondence Department (Mem. Aud.); 11:35, Both Choirs,
Typists are needed to handle the
During Rehearsal; 11:45; Alpha
correspondence of the other de
Phi Omega, Service Fraternity
partments.
Office; 12:00, Omega Chi, Grace
P u b 1 i c ity and Public Re
Freeman Reading Room; 12:15,
Omega Phi Delta, Life Hall lations Department ------ “ Pos
Lounge; 12:30, C.L.U.B., La ter makers" are especially need
Campana Office;
1:45, Folk ed to help announce the meet
Music Club, Lawn opp. Cafete ings and activities of the orga
ria; 2:00, Phi Sigma Epsilon, Li- nization.
brary/Steps;
2:15,
Lambda
Omega Tau, Library Steps; 2:30,
Theta Beta Chi, Library (down
stairs smoking lounge); 2:45, Tau
Paul’« Pharmacy
Sigma Delta, Mall Area opp. Col
lege High School; 3:00, Mu Sig
ma, Mall Area opp. C.H.S.; 3:15,
I. A. Guild, Amphitheatre; 3:30,
629B Valley Rd.
S.E.A.M., Amphitheatre; 4:00,
Adelphes, Bleachers (Sprague
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Field); 4:15, Booster Assoc.,
Bleachers; 4:30, Lambda Chi
Phone—744-1665
Delta, Swimming Pool (mug
shot); 4:45, Phi Lambda Pi,
Sprague Field
(taken from
bleachers); 5:00, Phi Epsilon
Kappa, Panzer Steps; 5:10 Or
Phone 774-4510
chestra, During Rehersal.
Tuesday, October 18

9:00, Kappa Rho Upsilon,
Swimming Pool Area; - 9:15,
Fencing Club, Panzer Foyer
equipment); 9:30, Judo Club,
Panzer Foyer; 9:45, WRA, Pan
zer Gym stage play day); 10:00,
Delta Theta Psi, Amphitheatre;
10:15, Dist. Ed. Club of Amer.,
Amphitheatre; 10:30, Pi Omega
Pi, Amphitheatre; 10:45, Kappa
Delta Pi, Amphitheatre; 11:00,
Protestant Foundation, Amphi
theatre (stage area); 11:15, New
man Club, Amphitheatre (stage
area); 11:30, Christian Science
area); 11:45, Star of David, Am
phitheatre (stage area); 12:00,

(Continued on page 7)

The Maintenance Department Before traffic regulations are alleviate evening traffic conges
l
and the Business Office would again enforced, warning tickets tion, the map above indicates an
like to thank the entire commut will be issued in sufficient time alternate to the Normal Avenue for everyone to readjust to nor Valley Road route to the Mont
ing student body for its excellent mal patterns. In order to help
clair and/or Newark area.
coopedation in dealing with the
current parking crisis at Mont
clair. Unfortunately, rain has
completely, halted all work on
(Continued from Page 1)
parking lots which will eventu
id
Brown,
Supervisor
111, Assist- Professor, Health and Physical
ally accommodate nearly 400 ad-i
ant Director; Martin Brown, *Education; Joan Y. Mac Farditional vehicles. Lots which were !Associate Pofessor, Education; lane. Assistant Professor, L,ischeduled for completion Sep
David B. Buehrens, Aissistant brarian; William C. Me Creath,
tember 19th, must necessarily
Professor II, English; Anne CJAssistant Professor, Fine Arts;
be postponed until the ground Castens, Professor of Educa Mary H. Me Knight, Assistant
has dried sufficiently to permit
tion, Director of College High Professor II, English, Coordin
heavy tonnage rolling equip School ;M. Anne Chapman, As ator of Publications and Public
ment to operate.
sistant Professor, Fine Arts; Infomation; Matt Merfeld, As
Until lots under construction Francesco M . Cordasco, Po- sistant Professor, Mathematics;
are completed, traffic regula fessor, Education; William A. Joseph T. Moore, Assistant Protions will be revised on a day- Cuff, Associate Professor, Ed- fessor, Social Studies; Mancy S.
to-day basis. Maintenance per -pussy ‘uopea 'H uesp luopeon'Paisley, Assistant Professor II,
sonnel will direct traffic to open ant Poferssor II, Foreigh Lang- Science; Sanford R. Radner,
parking areas and to areas uage (substitute).
|Professor, English; Robert L.
which are normally not used for
.,
. ,
„
,
._;Ramsdale, Jr., Graduate Assistparking. Recognizing the present
,S° ’
'L refW em« r!u °U . ’ ant, Student Personnel; Robert
difficult conditions, parking tick Assistant Professor, Mathema -| Ramsdell Associate Professor
ets will not be issued unless cars ics; Domemca Desiderioscioli, Science; Doris J. Reinhardt, As
are parked in such a manner as Assistant Profesor II, Health sistant Professor, Student Per
and Physical Education; Marin
to obstruct traffic flow.
sonnel; Lawence Pr.iley, As
Roads, for example, will not es D. de Valera, Assistant Pro sistant Professor, Social Stud
be available for parking until all fessor II, Foreigh Language; ies; Raymond J. Ross, Associ
open areas are completely filled. Timothy J. Diffley, Graduate ate Professor, Industrial Arts.
Assistant, Mathematics; Anth
Also, Joshua Ruga, Graduate
ony Di Giuseppe, Assistant Pro
fessor II, Academic Counselor; Assistant, Physical Educations;
Anna Eiben, Assistant Profess- jCarol C. Saxe, Graduate AssistOlsen’« Flowers or II, Foreign Language; Wil-'ant, Foeigh Language; Julius A.
lia mL. Gardner, Assistant Pro- ¡Schlakman, Associate Profesfessor, English; Robert Garfun- sor, Science; Joan Schleede, AsFOR PROMS, DANCES
kel, Assistant Professor, Math- sociate Professor, Physical EdCOTILLION
sematics; Benard A. George, ucation; Lorraine Scudieri, AsAssistant Registrar; Gail P. sistant Professor II, MathematGarhardt,
Assistant Pofessor ics ;Madeleine A. Sergent, As602 Valley Road
II, Science ;Carl Gottschall, As-'sistant Professor, Foreigh LanUpper Montclair
sistant Professor II, Science;'guages; Louis S. J. Simon, AsImad E. Hamdan, Assistant sistant Professor, Social StudiPI 6-3060
Professor II, Science; Frank B.les; William P.H. Stevens, Jr.,
Hanson, Associate Professor, ¡Assistant Professor II, Social
English; Averill O. Hauben, As-'Studies; Janet Susi, Assistant
sistant Professor II, Social Stud- Professor, Foreigh Language;
ies; George D. Heiss, Associate j Robert M.Swerdlow, Assistant
Professor, Education; Sophia G. Professor II, Industrial Arts;
Hinsalwood, Assistant Professor Anita E. Uhia, Assistant Pro
II, Social Studies; George A fessor II, Assistant Director qf
Ho r n ,
Associate
Professor, Student Teaching and PlaceHealth and Physical Education; ment; Joseph L. Venturini, AsA NAME THAT HAS MEANT
Marie S. Juster, Assistant Pro-'sistant Professor II, Education;
fessor II, Business Education; Virginia Vida, Assistant Profes
FINE FOOD, UNIQUE HOSPITALITY AND
Gilbert Kahn, Professor, Busi sor II, English; Emily T. Wat
ness Education; Jane E. Krum- ers, Assistant Professor II, Mus
CHARMING SURROUNDINGS FOR OVER
acher, Associate Professor, Ed ic; Russell Wells, Assitant Proucation- William H. Kuchon, fesor, Science; J a m e s
L.
White, Graduate Assistant, Phy
Graduate Assistant, Speech.
FIFTY YEARS
Also, Gerhard Lange, Associ- sical Education; Robert B. Wil
ATE Pofessor, Education; M. liams, Associate Professor, Ed
Gene Lee, Assistant Professor ucation; Thomas J. Wilt, Assist
1129 Valley Road
tion ¡Audrey J. Leef, Assistant ant Professor II, Music; a n d
New Jersey
Clifton
II, Health and Physical Educa Nancy N. Woodruff, Assistant
Professor
II,
Mathematics; Professor II, Home Economics.
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Cold Feet and Hot Heads
On September 13, President Richardson
conducted a meeting of student leaders to
which we were privileged to be invited. A
major part of the discussion at that meeting
was concerned with the critical parking
emergency which has developed on this
campus. Never before have students of the
college been made aware of the genuine con
cern of the college administration for the
parking situation.
Student comments have been heard on
all parts of the campus recently placing
fault in everyone from President Richardson,
to Mr. Calabrese, to Mr. Me Ginty, to the raindrenched traffic directors who have undoubt
edly directed cars to park in every available
nook and hole. Comments were even heard
such as “ Wait until the Montclarion comes out
Friday; wonder who on campus will get
blamed this time?”
We thank these students for recognizing
us as a source of opinion on campus but we
can no longer place the blame on any one
college official. Mr. McGinty has worked
long hard hours trying to keep the traffic
flowing and the waters from rising too high.
Mr. Calabrese has done all in his power to
sp'-'ure the state funds necessary to build and
maintain the parking facilities we now have.
It is time proper recognition and thanks be
given to these two m en who have worked so
untiringly.
The parking situation was intolerable
last year and supersedes any printable de
scription at the present. The blame for this
situation can and must be placed on the state
officials who have controlled the financial
reins of this college from their far-off, warm,
dry offices in Trenton (which incidentally
has very little mud). These officials have
maintained for too long that sufficient park
ing areas are available on this campus. Who’s
kidding whom? A college cannot operate on
the presumption that 2,700 commuters, some
300 faculty members, uncounted staff mem
bers (numbers far exceeding last year’s fig
ures) can park in areas barely increased dur
ing the summer. We have been promised a
new 240-car parking lot behind Finley Hall
but improper state supervision of its contracts
has failed to produce the lot in time for school
opening. But don’t tell anyone in Trenton;
those state officials, constantly planning
ahead, are too busy destroying two parking
lots—one for the addition to Panzer Gymnas
ium and one for the new speech building.
The time has come, however, for some
thing to be done about this intolerable situa
tion. Undoubtedly, something must be done
by the students and faculty to make Trenton
move more quickly in this matter. Perhaps
as is stated in “It’s Your SGA” , students and
faculty who have been forced to park in the
mud and open fields (now mud) could de
mand their $10.00 investment for a parking
permit be returned. Perhaps all four thou
sand of us could even pile into our cars all at
Positions are now open to all students who
are interested in working on the MONTCLAR
ION staff as reporters, editorial assistants, and
ypisis.
Those people interested in make-up, proof
reading, and business are particularly needed.
Name
Class of
Campus Address
Telephone

September 88. -1868
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Major

Journalistic position desired
FILL OUT FORM AND PRESENT AT
PUBLICATIONS OFFICE.
LIFE HALL

once, drive into Trenton early some weekday
morning, fill some four thousand parking
spaces and watch with vengeful delight as
we cause the Trenton officials to drive
around endlessly in search of a parking space.
The editors of the Montclarion are open
to suggestion. We will support, wholeheart
edly, any effort by the students in correcting
a situation which state officials should have
solved long before they allowed this college
to grow to the size it has. Students of Mont
clair, the time to act is now while our tem
pers are still high and our feet still wet.

A Step Further
The two articles in this issue by Mont
clair State graduates who have gone on to
Graduate work should be a welcome sight to
many students on this campus. Although the
articles themselves do not supply all the “an
swers” to the problem of entering a Grad
uate School; they do provide somewhat of
an insight to Graduate work. It is disappoint
ing that the large majority of the students
in this college do not avail themselves of the
vast number of opportunités in the graduate
field. It is even more disappointing to know
that the college itself does not put a stronger
accent on Graduate studies. It is true that
many departments of the college do stress
Graduate opportunities; however, there are
so very many departments which do not.
There are many professors who teach with
this in mind; however there are still many
more who do not allow this to enter into their
teaching or into the minds of their students.
The opportunities offered in the Grad
uate field are numerous. They can provide
the student with assistantships, fellowships
and scholarships which can offset the cost
of Graduate work. There is an evergrowing
accent upon Graduate studies; and although
it is not becoming easier to be accepted, it is
becoming easier to find an acceptable col
lege with facilities for strong Graduate re
search.
We urge the student body to look into
the possibilités of Graduate School. We also
look to the college to provide the opportunity
for the student body to easily acquire the in
formation needed in entering a sound Grad
uate program.

U. N. Day-An Opportunity
We of the Montclarion wish to congratu
late President Richardson upon his appoint
ment as Chairman of this year’s New Jersey
United Nations Week observance. President
Richardson’s appointment brings the college
a great honor and an even greater opportu
nity. The nature of the celebration and the
caliber of the participants provides the op
portunity for Montclair State to make its
mark in the academic community. The cele
bration also gives the students an opportu
nity to actively take part in a program which
would provide more than the usual amount
of intellectual stimulation. The panels, speak
ers, and discussions will provide the student
with an opportunity to realistically evaluate
the United Nations, and its position in the
changing world. The program can also serve
as a step to expanded campus activity in an
intellectual vein. Such a program could lead
to weekend seminars in the arts, sciences,
and other phases of the humanities. All of
this will add to the student’s acceptance of
the intellectual challenge presented by col
lege. All of this will add to the student’s total
view of the world and aid in his understand
ing of those about him and himself. W evhope
that each student will participate some way
in the program and will grasp the opportu
nity to extend the educational offerings of
the classroom program.

New Jersey U. N. Day — Montclair State College

The Presidents of the United States, since Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, have praised and endorsed the United Nations as a
major instrument for maintaining world peace. Our country has
also provided much financial bolstering for the world organiza
tion. In spite of this official political and economic support, how
ever, there is inadequate understanding in America of the ac
complishments and problems of the United Nations and in some
ways the United Nations’ status -----------------------------------------------students from many institutions
may be at its lowest point.
It is with a keen awareness of higher education will attend.
Student leaders at the college
of this history and with the feel
are joining the alumni in spon
ing that the United Nations pro
soring t h i s celebration on
vides one of the few hopes man campus. The Presidents of SGA,
kind has for survival, that our IRC and several other student
college will host the U.N. Day groups are contacting their coun
ceremonies for the State of New terparts on other campuses to
Jersey on October 27, 1966. extend personal invitations. Sev
Montclair’s role in supporting eral student groups have offered
the U. N. can be important. Gov thejr services to aid in making
ernor Hughes and Senator Case arrangements for U. N. Day and
have complimented the college have volunteered to assist with
on its undertaking and both have mailing, furniture arrangements,
agreed to participate in the pro help with parking and to act as
gram. It is expected that leaders guides.
I know that the Montclarion
from many segments of New
Jersey life will participate in the will keep the student body in
program. Bishop Dougherty, the formed about the progress of
President of Seton Hall Univer planning for the State celebration
sity and Mr. Joel Jacobson, Pres of U. N. Day at Montclair State
ident, New Jersey Council AFL- College. Your help and support
CIO, have already agreed to is needed in every aspect and it
speak and conduct panel discus is hoped that great numbers of
sions. It is expected that the aca students will plan to attend the
demic community in the State entire ceremony or at least part
will become interested and in of the splendid programs which
volved in the U. N. Day pro have been arranged.
gram; delegations of faculty and
Thomas H. Richardson

Fantasticks
Montclarion Publication Dates

(Continued from Page 1)

for Fall Semester 1966

David Cryer will appear as the
Narrator, repeating the role he
played in the New York produc
tion. Albert Poland will pace in
the lobby. The Producers pro
mise an unforgettable evening
in the theater when The Fantas
ticks arrives.

October 7
October 21
November 2
November 18
December 2
December 16

Tickets will be on sale at the
FIBOWL. Prices are $1.50 with
an GA card, $2.00 for an out
side student, and 2.50 for an
outside adult.
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Foremost in the minds of most of our students today

uates, and where he might fit is the parking situation. The present parking facilities are in
The following article was written by Warren Farrell in response in the world when he graduates adequate, to say the least, despite assurances given to me
to a request from Charles Yaeger to write a description of UCLA if his previous four years had during the summer that the new spaces would be ready on
September 19.
been different.
in relation to Montclair State and its students.
Who is to blame? Being a state college we rely on state
Warren Farrel graduated from Montclair State College in 1965.
The average Montclair stud
While at Montclair, he was the national vice president of the Stu ent has had the advanatge of an funds and state control. This is the reality of the situation
dent-National Education Association, the state and local president administration and a faculty whether we like it or not. T h e------------------------------------------------of the Studenls-New Jersey Education Association and elected to which focuses, for the most state of New Jersey has been lem and to present their sug
Who’s Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities. part, on the infividual. Admini behind in the field of higher ed gestion. The results are not av
Just after graduation, he was invited by President Johnson to the strators can be seen on campus. ucation that it will take a long
ailable as of this writing . . .
White House Conference on Education. In June, 1966 he received With the exception of a few hon time to catch up if they decide
With the inadequacies of dorm
his M.A. in political science from the University of California at ors that I receive at UCLA I that that is what they will do.
itory space we might ask why
Los Angeles (UCLA) and was elected to the national political sci only saw the University Presi
The people who are on this
ence honorary (Pi Sigma Alpha). He has authored a number of dent of campus twice during the campus are not reponsible for the state could object to the pur
articles on education and politics and is co-author of Milestones, a year - -surrounded by important the situation; rather, it is those chase or rental of off-campus
book reviewing legislation passed by the 88th and 89th Congress people. Professors, u n d e r the who have been holding the rein, houses by fraternities and sor
pertaining to education. He worked as an education and legislation pressure of “ Publish or Perish” or rather noose, for higher ed orities. This ma ynot be pos
sible in the near future but per
researcher at the U.S. Office of Education during the summer and w e r e
not student-conscious. ucation at a state level.
haps many Greeks would like
is now continuing for his Ph.D. at N.Y.U. in political science.
Basically they were not proud
I am asking all of you to be to know if they can begin sav
When I attended Montclair ------------------------------------- ——----- of their teaching ability but of
patient with the members of ing for houses. This still may
State, I used to think we all had was that the student at Mont their writing and research con
our administration. They have not be possible because of other
“ MSC inferiority complexes;” clair was not necessarily inferi tributions. There was little time
been working extremely hard problems yet I believe we should
we did not h a v e
national or. However, in all fairness, the to talk an dconsider the goals of
in this area. Ferhaps we should begin to study the situation . . .
championship teams; we d i d state system in which he was the student in relation to h i s
all go to Trenton some morning Life Hall on weekends! Anyone
not have a ferocious team in the attending school was extremely shortcomings; he was not conbefore eight and park in every interested? Commuters! Look
College Bowl, or an Ivy League inferior; and Montclair, when idered as an individual.
available parking spot. Then for a monthly mailing to your
reputation or a son of a wealthy it attempted to deviate from the
We at Montclair know that ap when the legislature arrives they homes beginning in October.
industrialist for a roommate inferior state system, was often proximately 85 per cent of us will be experiencing a problem
(possible causal factor for t h e not encouraged. The curricu become teachers, u sually in sec with which we are all too fam This “ newsletter” will contain
items of interest for the com
latter: 3,5 women). As I travel lum suffered; the facilities suf ondary schools of New Jersey, iliar.
muters.... If you have not sign
ed and spoke at state conven fered; the teacher salaries suf and often not too far from our
The lines in the cafeteria dur ed your pledge cards for Mar
tions of other college students fered; the potential enrichment origi anl home. There is n
throughout the country, I notic-¡fr0m a large percentage of out group, no matter -how handpick ing the evening meal have grown gin For Excellence we at Stu
ed two things: when I was in a ;0f state an(j foreign students ed, that if given a really excel to a point where many students dent Government beg you to do
large group, people spoke high-jwas diminished; and the potent lent and liberal education, sur are not out until seven o’clock. so. Why? We need a new Stu
ly of themselves; as the group iai scholar at MSC is lost in a rounded by people of diversified The SGA f ood committee met dent Building in addition to
(Continued on page 7)
yesterday to deal with this prob
became smaller they poured out rnyriad of limitations.
backgrounds and interests, and
their complaints of the medio
UCLA is possibly a perfect taught to question what they
CALENDAR
ere faculty, the lack of intell school with which to make a had previously been taught and
— 1966—
ectual curiosity by anyone but comparison w i t h
Montlcair. were presently learning, that
Sept 19 - Nov 2—Class Instruction Period tor Mathematics and Social
Studies majors going Student Teaching November 7
themselves, the failure of t h e State. Montclair is everything would consistetnly have 85 per
Sept. 19 - Nov. 23—Class instruction Period - Seniors - Fine Arts,
grading system to consider real that UCLA is not; UCLA is cent of their graduates enter
Home Economics, Industrial Arts, and Music Majors
Sept. 23—Last Day for Late Registration - Undergraduate Division zz
intellectual growth
developed everything that Montclair is any one field. Eightyfive per
Sept. 27—Last Day for Change of Registration - Undergraduate Division
through extracurricular inter not, an dyet they both have sim cent teachers should not mea
and Evening Divisions
Sept. 23—Last Day for Late Registration - Undergraduate Division
ests, and the never, never end ilar bases of existence, their 85 cercent success. It may mean
and Evening Divisions
_ _ -------Oct. 24 - 29—Suggested Period for Mid-Term Exams Durl..B Regular
ing complaint of apathy, apathy, state support. A comparison of 85 percent choosing a particular
Class Hours
apathy. Schools, like the people the two systems can provide a direction for lack of other dir
Oct. 28—Final Date for Removal of Incomplete Grades - Undergraduate
Division
in them, were to a greater ex clue as to where the MSC stud ection. Wher does the student
Oct.31 - Nov. 4—Junior Observation Week
tent than I had suspected, the ent fits in the world when h e at MSC go for extensive guidNov. 2—Mid-Term Deficiency Grades of "D" and “ S” Due - Undergraduate Division
same.
graduates, and where he might ence for graduate schools? I
Nov. 2—‘ Dormitories Close - 7:00 P.M.
Nov. 3,4,5—Faculty Institute - No Classes
My first observation, then, fit in the world whe nhe grad- did not know about many of the
Nov. 6—“ Dormitories Open - 4:00 P.M.
Nov. 7 - Jan. 24—Senior Student Teaching Period - Mathematics, Social
programs available to teachersStudies - 10-Week Proram
to-be and teachers in service
Nov. 18—Senior Visiting Day - Fine Arts, Home Economics, Industrial
Arts and Music Majors
until I took a summer job with
Nov. 23—Last Day for Withdrawal from Courses Without Automatic
the
U.S.
Office
of
Education.
Failure
„
, _
(Continued from Page 1)
Nov. 23—Classes End - Senior Fine Arts, Home Economics .and In
Where dose the music teacherdustrial Arts
ish; ‘ Harold Fischbein, Physi nawage,
Nov. 23—Thanksgiving Recess - Begins at Close of College Day
Physical Education; to-b egai na spectrum of t h e
Nov. 23—’ Dormitories Close - 7:00 P.M.
cal Education; John Fisher, Charles Maher, Physical Edu profession of music outside of
Nov. 27—“ Dormitories Open - 4:00 P.M.
Nov. 28—Classes Resume
P h_y s i c a 1 Education; *Gayle cation; Joyce Mellon, English; drama; t h e business-inclined
Nov.
28 - Jan. 20—Senior Student Teaching Period - Fine Arts, Home
Francese, Math.; John Francis, Dora Martinez, Spanish; Rita teaching it; the person success
Economics, and Industrial Arts
Dec. 9—Senior Visiting Day - Seniors going Student Teaching Spring
Physical Education; Lawrence Masilotti, Business Ed.; James teaching it; the person success
Semester
Frank, Music; Richard Fried, Mazur, Social Studies; Vincen- ful in “ Players” of the field of
Dec. 17—Christmas Recess Begins at the Close of the College Day
Dec.
17—’
Dormitories Close - .7:00 P.M.
Social Studies; James Gamba- za Mazza, Spanish; Margaret drama; t h e business-inclined
—1967—
English; Patrick student, of industrial opportun
ro, Fine Arts; ‘ Francis Gentle, McColgan,
Jan. 2—“ Dormitories Open
Jan.
3—Classes
Resume
_
. TT
Physical Education; *Jucy Gra- McGlincy, Mathematics; Wen ities and graduate business
Jan. 9—Senior Registrations (Business Education, English. Home
Economics, Languages, Mathematics, Music, Physical Education
ef, Home Ec.; Doris Grassini, dy Meyers, Physical Education; school? A similar case coul dbe
Science, Social Studies, Speech!
. . . . .
Physical Education; ‘ Carol Ann Stephanie Michael, English; Ma made for every Montclair stud
Jan. 10—Junior Registration (Fine Arts, Industrial Arts, Music Majors
Greco, Science; ‘ Andrea Guil- ry Miller, French; Annarose ent not truly encouraged beyond
Jan. 10—Reqihred Freshman Assembly (Memorial Auditorium) 10:00 A.M.
bert, Physical Education; Rose Monopoli, French; ‘ Frederick his four years unless he is out
Jan. 14 - 17—Final Examinations
Jan. 27—End of Fall Semester - Undergraduate Division
mary Guzzo, Business Educa Montana, Science; Catherine Ne- standing or unless he initiates
Jan. 30—Registration - Registration Assistants - 10:30 A.M.
Jan 30—Registration—New Transfer and Readmitted Students—2.00 P.M.
tion; ‘ Phyllis Haefner, Music; ide, Latin; Susan Nelson, Bus the interest. No state-sponsored
Jan. 30 - Apr. 7—Student Teaching Period - 10-Week Program
Patricia Hansen, Home E c .; iness Education; Carolyn Nes- school, when it is such a large
Jan. 30 - Feb. 24—Student Teaching Period - Junior - Fine Aits,
James Harrison, Math.; Joanne poli, Speech; Dolores Notte, part of the entire stale system
Jan. 30 f nFebnd24^rstud«it Teaching Period (Seniors and Juniors Heindel Math.; Roberta Herb- Physical Education; ‘ Brenda Nu- of higher education, can be so
arC*10—Student Teaching Period (Seniors - Home Economics)
Jan. 30 -*Ml
ein, Physical Education; Joan neviller, Physical Education; narrowly oriented and do just
Feb. 1,2,3—Registration - Freshmen, Sophomore, and Junior
Jan. 31 -"classes,
and Senior Fine Arts, Industrial Arts, and Junior
Hoag, Science; Melvina, Hoch- Jean Oberholtzer, English; ‘ Ro ice to the individuality of t h e
Home Economics
enberg, Fine Arts; Carolyn sa Pagan, Spanish; Louis Pa minds of those within its siudEvening Division Classes End
Jan. 26—
Holden, Math.; Nancy Hughes, ine, Social Studies; Jacqueline enl body.
Jan 28,30,31—Registration - Evening Division
Feb.
4—Classes
Begin - Evening Division
Business Education; ‘ Catina la- Panitch, English; Diane PanFifty-five percent of New Jer
Feb. 6—Classes Begin - Undergraduate Division
Fell. 10—Late Registration - Undergraduate Division
con«, Physical Education, Mar nullo, Speech; Diane Pantuso, sey’s high school graduates g o
Feb 17—Last Day for Change of Registration - Undergraduate Division
ilyn Ingram, French; Frank English;
Dorothy
Parcells, on for higher education out of
Class Instruction Period - Junior Fine Arts, Industrial Arts,
Feb. 27—
and Senior Music
Johnson, Fine Arts; Laura Jor Fine Arts; Susan Pecina, Phy state, the national average i s
Mar. 1 - Mar. 28—Junior Student Teaching Program - Home Economics
genson, English; Patricia Joy sical Education; Marion Pelli- twenty percent. A large part of
Mar. 13 . 17—Suggested Period for Mid-Term Exams - During
Regular Class Hours
ner, Physical Education; Mar grina, Science; Donald Perdue, the forty-five percent who d o
Mar. 10—Campus Conference - Senior Student Teachers
10
_Final
Date tor Removal of Incomplete Grades - Under
ilyn Kalkhof, Physical Educa Fine Arts; ‘ Rose Perez, Span- not go out of state feel they can
Mar.
graduate Division
tion; Michael Kaplan, Science; iness Ed.; P a t r i c i a Pilas, not afford to do so. Some stay
13—Class
Instruction
Period - Senior Home Economics
Mar.
Mar. 21—Mid-Term Deficiency Grades of “ D" and "F" -. UnderRichard Keenan, Physical Ed Speech; Peter Plishka, English; in-state beause if family press
graduate Division
ucation; Carol Kornbluth, Span Margaret Plotnick, Fine Arts; ures and ties. A UCLA student
Mar. 23—’ Dormitories Close - Spring Recess Begins at 10:30 P.M.
2—
“
Dormitories
Open
4:00
P.M.
Apr.
ish; Barbara Kossack, Math.; Joan Polizzo, French; Mary can finish Medical School o n a
Classes Resume - 8:00 A.M.
Apr. 3—
♦Barbara Kraly, Math.; William ann Poniatowski, Physical Ed portion of the campus devoted
Apr. 6—Last Day for Withdrawal from Courses Without an
Automatic “F"
, _
Kuchon, Speech; Pamela Kup- ucation;
P amela Potusky, to medicine which exceeds i n
Apr. 10—Class Instruction Period for Seniors - Returning from 10Week Student Teaching Period
rick, English; Stephanie Lacz, Math.;
Gerard
Frotomastro, size -and reputation an yof New
May 1 - 26—Student Teaching Period Junior - Home Economics
Social Studies; Carole Lane, Math.; Margaret Qu inn, Eng Jersey’s sir state colleges. H e
May 5—Registration - Panzer Cami
May 19—Advanced Registration - Summer School - Undergraduate
Fine Arts; Nancy Lantheaume, lish; Margaret Quivey, Span never pays a cent in tuition; he
Division only
May 22 - 25—Senior isxamlnations
Speech; ‘ Lawrence Latore, Spa ish; Adelyn Ramoni, Speech; just happens to live in Californ
May 27—Last Day of Classes - Evening Division
. _
nish; Louise Lazizza, Physi Diane Rapel, Physical Educa ia. Naturally, when a person in
May 26 - June 8—Examinations - A1 Casses Except Seniors Undergraduate Division
cal Education; Susan Lederrey, tion; Susan Marie Rapp, Math.; the Los Angeles area has this
May 30—Memorial Day - College Holidlay
Music; Josephine Lentine, Eng Barbara Reda, Business Ed.; type of free education available
Baccalaureate
June 4—
June 7—Commencement
lish; Carole Leone, Business ‘ Gisela Reyes, Math.; William to him within commuting disJune 8—Close of Spring Semester - Undergraduate Division
-•Dormitories Close 7:00 P.M.
Education; Patricia
Letchko, Ryan, Spanish; Elizabeth Ryer- to him within commuting dis
June
• Dinner will not be served
Science; Peter Liebchen, Soc son, Social Studies; Katherine tance, he is more likely to pur
“ Contract Feeding Begins with Dinner
Dormitories Remain Open Between Semesters
ial Studies; Douglas Loucks, Sacchiero, Music; Louis San sue thoughts in the back of his
The College Reserves The Right To Modify This Calendar
(Continued
on
page
6)
Physical Education; ‘ Joanne Ma(Continued on page 7)
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Kruck, Business Education; Ka
ren Kruse, Fine Arts; Helen
(Kuchta,
Fine Arts; Barbara
(Continued from page 5)
Kuklinski, Social Studies; Joyce
Social Studies; Kuyat M,ath.; Terry Laing, Bu
Giovanni,
Fine Arts;Kathleenj vld Wright
Savage, Latin; Annemarie Sa- Ruth Wright, Math!; Madeline siness Education; Sylvia LanzaAlexander fame, Math.; ‘ Mary Liloia, Spa
vino, English; ‘ Christine Scag- Zielinski, Speech;
lia, Physical Education; Chris Zulewski, Physical Education; nish ;Judith Linberg, Home Ec, ;
tina Scharer, Social Studies; Bette Zwick'er, Physical Educa ‘ Elizabeth Lockhaven, Math.;
‘ Diane Schenk, Physical Educ tion.
Marilyn Lockmuller, Fine Arts;
ation; ‘ Barbara Schumacher,
Juruor s
Joann Looze, Home Ec.; Ar
P h y s i c a l Education Robert
Ralph Anzelmo, Math.; Jan- ilene Marasco, Math.; Ingrid
S c h ü t z , Physical Education; et Ballotta, English, Richard, M a r t ; n French; Diane McBarbara Schwab, Science; ‘ El Baugher, Industrial Arts; Kar- Auley,
Home
Ec.;
Sharyn
izabeth Schwartz, Physical Ed en Beatty, English; Alan Ben- Mensch Home Ec .; ‘ Edward Miucation; Barbara Scott, Physi- nett, English; Ruth Berkowitz, ckeis^ Social Studies; Joanne
ish; Maryanne Pietrucha, Bus- Speech; William Birdsall, Indu- Minutoli, Math.; Martin Mooncal Education; Susan Sender- strial Arts; Donald Bowman, ey
Socia] studies; Kathleen
ling, Math.;
‘ Lois Sheperd, Distributive Education; Carol Murphy, Speech; Jouce Muskin,
Speech ; Judy Shure, Social Stu Brown, English; Joseph Bruno, Math ;' Dorothy Nelson, Busidies; Barbara Sickel, Physi Spanish; Jane Bryce, Social ness Education; ‘ F r e d a Newcal Education; ‘ Arthur Silveira, Studies; Leona Burkowski, Home man> Science; Aileen ObarowFine Arts; V i o l e t
Simon Ec.; Barbara Burkhardt, Eng-jski physical Education; Eileen
Spanish; Mrs. Annie Solomon, lish; Diane Bylciw, English;! O’Hara, French; Yvette OskutFrench;
Deborah Solomon, Angela Calabro, Fine Arts; Ri- ¡s, S c i e n c e ; Carol Paster,
English; Wilma Sorsby, Phy chard Callahan, Speech ;*Elvi- F rench; Lorenzo Pelosi, Scisical Education; ‘ Marlene Stein ra Caporale, French; Caroline ence; Kathryn Perkins, Fine
er, Math.; L i n d a Sentrom, Card, Music; Mary Carolan, Arts; Nancy Peters, Home Ec.;
. Math.; Edith Stitt, Physical Ed Latin; Alexis Ciappa, Home E c.; Nancy J. Peters, Science; Gloucation; Judith Stout, Social Joanne Cilento, Home Ec.; M a r-;ria petit-Clair, Speech; ary
Studies;
Patricia Sullivan, ia Cioffi, Social Studies; Reba Petracca, French; Maryann PeFrench; Karen Swanseen, Soc Cohen, Math.; Jane Colasanto,! trowsky, Home Ec.; Anthony
ial Studies; Elsie Sweet, Fine Home E c.; Judith Coyle, Bus-! Pfjsterj Science; Irene PodgorArts; Barbara Taylor, Math.; iness Education; Robert Coyle, j skj Business Education; ChrisSandra Turner, Math.; Barba Social Studies; Diane Cuidera,; tine Pruzinsky, Home Ec.; Robra Van Sant, Fine Arts; Joan Fine Arts; ‘ Susan Cummings, ert Pyle Industrial Arts; Esther
Vas, Math.; Lucille Ventura, Science; ‘ Janet Davies, Math.; , Rifkin Math.; Frank Rinaldi,
Science; Thomas Volz, Physi Ann Davis, Latin; Andrew D ay,! English; Diane Robbins, Engcal Education; Catherine Weib- Industrial Arts ;Paul DeAnge-1 lish; Margaret Romano, Sciel, English; Vincent Walencik, lis, English; Ruthann DiBartolo,' ence ;sherry Rose, Music; RosIndustrial Arts; Dorothy Walsh, Spanish; Judith Diem, Home alie R0tz, Speech; Peter SawBusiness Education; Jane Was- Ec.; Dennis Dwyer, Science; Su- czyn> Industrial Arts; Thomas
ienko, Business Education; Car san Eichen, Speech; Janet Fay- Scheffel, Social Studies; Marol Weaver, Physical Education; cik, Math.; Ellen Feinstein, Eng- garet Scherbina. English; HowWalter W e i g, Math.; Linda lish; Ellen Finklestein, Fine ard Schneider, English; Betty
Weir, Physical Education; ‘ Ma Arts; Mary Fletcher, Business' Schuyler, Scoail Studies; Jack
ry Anne Weiss, Math.; ‘ Eileen Education; Sylvia Francesco, Semmens, Social Studies; ‘ DaWesdyk, Math.; Judith Whel B u s i n e s s Education; Judith vid zskidm0re, Math.; Edmund
an, Fine Arts; James White, French, Speech; Peter Fujar-; s korUpski, Math.; Barbara SwiP h y s i c a l Education;
‘ Ma yk, Fine Arts; Joann Garba- kurt_ pine Arts; Jeffrey Slemry White, Physical Education; rino, Science; Shirley Gern- j r o d ’ social Studies; Lois Slif__»Jeaqne „Wilson, Physical Educa hardt, Latin; Eugene Gibba, kirij S p e e c h ; Mary Smart,
tion; ' Joanne Wilson, English; English; William Granse, Phy- Home Ec.; Patricia Smith, SpaSharon Wilson, Spanish; Claire sical Education; Peggy Green-j nish; »Mariann Sniegocki, Fine
W i s n i e w s k i , Fine Arts:
Helen ip, Fine Arts; Joanne Haigney, Arts; Andrea Soltese, Fine Arts;
Witty, Business Education; Da- English; Carolee Herting, Math.; Elaine Spilker, Math.; Carol
Bonnie Hoitsma .Science; Ed Sunberg, Fine Arts; Ann Sut
ward Jackowski, Business Edu ton, Home Ec.; Patricia Sutton,
cation; Paul Jansma, Physical English; Joan Schwackhamer,
Education; Charles Jordan, Fine E n g l i s h ; Jacqueline Szubin,
(Continued from page 2)
Arts;
Kathryn
Kazarow, F r e n c h ;
Patricia Tamilio,
torate at the University of Illi S p e e c h ;
William Keigher, Math.; ‘ Jay Teran, English; El
nois in 1959. Undoubtedly, the ad Math.; Carol Kleen, Home Eel;
mission standards at Montclair William Klink, English; Leon len Van Howling, Home Ec.;
Math.;
have
increased significantly ard K o c h , Math.; Paula Kras- M a r y Wawrzossek,
since that time and, if examined ky, S o c i a l Studies; Janice Donna Weatherwalks, Business
today, would probably reflect a
more favorable picture.
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING POLICY
There are two Important im
1.
The
College
reserves the right to inspect and approve
plications of the above dale : ( 1)
rooms
and
apartments
occupied by students.
Montclair
students generally
2. Students living in rooms and apartments off-campus
have the ability to pursue a grad
are required to notify the College of their addresses.
uate degree, however, most do
This is done by completing the proper cards at fall
not. The implication is that “ I
registration. Changes of address during the school
Will” is more important than
year should be reported promptly to the Student Per
I.Q. and (2) Those who go into
sonnel Office.
teaching after graduating from
3. Students living off-campus represent the College in
MSC should remember not to put
the community and are expected to conduct them
too much stock in a one thousand
selves in such a way as to bring credit to themselves
student’s I.Q. as a limit on his
and the College.
possibility of success in college
or any professional field.
4. The College does not enter into financial arrange

DEAN‘S LIST

GRAD W O R K

LAW SCHOOL
The better Montclair student
g e n e r a l l y has the academ
ic background to consider work
ing for a degree in law. Because
the Bachelor of Laws (LIB )
takes three full years of study
beyond the B.A., most schools
offer several forms of finan
cial aid for the student of limi
ted means. In addition, some
schools accept part time stu
dents.
The majority of universities
•resuire students to take the Law
School Admission Test -- ano
ther of those infamous “ servic
es” of the Educational Testing
Service. Those interested in a
dlfficult sample of the test, plus
a listing of most universities of
fering a law degree, can obtain
the information by requesting
an application blank form the
“ Law School Admission Test;
Educational Testing Service ;
Box 944; Princeton, New Jersey.

ments and responsibilities between students and
householders.
5. Women students who are married, seniors, or over
twenty-one years old may live in apartments with
private entrances. Junior women may, with the writ
ten consent of their parents, live in apartments with
private entrances.
6. Men students expecting to live off-campus may use
their own judgment in choosing between rooms and
apartments.
7. Men and women students are not to be accommo
dated in the same house.
8. Students living off-campus are encouraged to re
main in one residence throughout the year and the
College makes every effort to maintain a cordial re
lationship with the householders. Thus these students
should not be moved into the residence halls during
the school year even though vacancies may occur
Exceptions can be made in special circumstances.
9. The College observes the New Jersey law against dis
crimination by cooperating to protect all persons in
their civil rights.
10. The College wll make a determined effort to assist
10. The College will make a determined effort to assist
students to find housing but cannot be held respon
sible for placement of all students who make requests.

Hughes Appoints
(Continued from Page 1)

desia and South Africa, admis
sion of Mainland China, and the
role of private American groups
in aiding the under privileged
people of the world.
The Dinner meeting will fea
ture a speaker distinguished in
the field of Contemporary Amer
ican Thought. The opening re
marks will be given by Gover
nor Richard Hughes.
At a meeting of campus stu
dent leaders held on September
13, 1966, Fresident Richardson
called upon the students of Mont
clair State College for their sup
port and help in arranging this
program. The panels will con
sist of Montclair State College
students, outside speakers, and
student guests form other rolleges.
Education; Murray Weiner, In
dustrial Arts; Marilyn Wheeler,
Math.; Barbara Young, Home
E c.; Pamela Zeitz, Science.
Sophomores

‘ Mary A b b a t e, Home Ec.;
Paula Angeline, Social Studies;
‘ Donna Aren, Science; Diane
Atkins, Math.; Linda Audersirk, French; Howard Behnke,
P h y s i c a l Education; Karen
Bennett, Music; Marilyn Berezny, Home Ec.; Jeffrey Bleeke,
Music; ‘ Dianne Brookes, Sci
ence; Suzanna Burian, Uncom
mitted; Marie Campana, Un
committed; Loretta Campolo,
Spanish; Amanda Chen, Sci
ence ; Claire C h o d o r k o f f ,
Speech; Judith Cilo, Science;
Loretta Connollan, English; Ka
thleen Daly, English; ‘ Nina D’
Amico, English; Louise D’Andrea, Math.; Bruce DeYoung,
Math.; William Faulhaver, Eng
lish; Diane Gallagher, English;
Barbara Giordano, Math.; Vir
ginia Gonzales, Spanish; Scott
Gordon, Social Studies; Wil
liam Graziano, Fine Arts; Hil
ary Greco, Spanish; Stacia Hamalian, Home E c .; Marcia Haw
kins, Math.; Russell Jabaut,
Industrial Arts; Bernice Jaco
by, Grench; ‘ Maryann Kirchenbauer, Business Education; Pa
tricia Leppert, Physical EducaStudies; Janice MacKenzie, Eng
lish;
Arlene
Malinowski,
F r e n c h ; Evelyn Manowiecki,
S pe e c h ; Cheryl Marchewka,
English; ‘ Sandra Matousek, Sci
ence; R o b e r t a Miskuff, Bu
siness Education; Edward Mochtak, Science; Edmund Moderacki, Music; Susan Palluh, Sci
ence; Anelita Pellegrini, Eng
lish; Ruth Rawicz, Social Stu
dies; Joanne Rossi, Uncommited; Lynda Roszel, Social Stu
dies; LaVerne Sack, Science;
Elizabeth Schedeman, English;
Carolann Siebert, Science; Jac
quelyn Smith, Social Studies;
Harriet Sobel, Math.; Barbara
Stefanowicz, French; ‘ Anne Still
man, Social Studies;
Mary
tion; Kathleen Lions, Social
Thomas, Home E c.; Lois Van
Dyk, Social Studies, ‘ Jacque
line Viger, Social Studies; Ken
neth Vogel, Spanish.
Freshman

Doris Asadorian, Speech; Su
san Banks, English; Virginia
Becchine, Physical Education;
George Brunelle, Music; Arlene

U.S. Grant to Aid
Grad Students
Dr. Thomas H. Richardson,
President of Montclair S t a t e
College, has announced the awards of the Federal Prospect
ive Teacher Fellowships t o 6
residents of New Jersey for the
study of the teaching of sec
ondary school English.
The recipients are: Mrs. Jac
queline Griffin, 62 Indian Spring
Trail, Denville; Mrs. Virgina
E. Kramer, 255 Summitt Ave
nue, Summit; Mrs. Dorothy B
Lowenthal, 48 Ardsley Road,
Montclair; Warren F. Brown,
190 Stover Avenue, North Alington; James J. Clarke, 1558
Springfield
Avenue,
Maple
wood; James J. Gillin, 12B Le
roy Avenue, Berlin; John H.
Jersey City; and, David M.
Synder, 164 Clinton Avenue,
Spahn, 19 Alexander Avenue,
Bloomfield.
The Fellowships are under a
grant from the U.S. Office o f
Education, the Higher Educa
tion, the Higher Education Act
of 1965. The program is design
ed to encourage college grad
uates who have not taught, t o
enter the field of secondary
school education through f u l l
time study leading to a Mast
time study leading to a Mast
ers degree. The award provid
es free tuition and a yearly sti
pend of 2$,500.
Mr. George R. Petty, Assist
ant Professor of English, is the
Director of the orogram.
Bruno,
Spanish; Constance
Bryksa, Science; Olga Buncic,
French; Judith Byrne, Social
Studies; Margaret Del Guercio,
Home Ec.; Lee Donow, Music;
Mary Lynn Fernandez, French;
Linda Festa, Speech; Cecilia
Fitzpatrick, Speech: Claudia Golenda, Science; JoEllen Green
berg, Business Education; Jean
Harrison, Spanish; Nancy Haverstick, Physical Education;
Gayle Jamison, Speech; Nan
cy Keiser, Math.; Karen Kimak, French; Paul Lioy, Science;
John Lyons, P h y s i c a l Edu
cation; Arlene Mangino, Eng
lish; Claire Menzel, Uncommited; Irene Matzger, Social Stu
dies; Charles Minnella, Indus
trial Arts; ‘ Martha Moritz, Lat
in; Jennifer Mosley, Math; So
phia Panieczko, English; And
res Penabad, Business Educa
tion; Raymond Pohlod, Eng
lish; Laura Raften, Math.; Cath
erine Ramsden, Speech; ‘ Francine Raviele, Science; Linda
Rickershauser; Social Studies;
Dolores
Rodruigez, Span
ish; Cynthia Rondinone, Span
ish; Jacquelyn Royal, Science;
Judith Rusch, Science; Cathie
Senior, French; Linda Sklaver,
Fine Arts; Holly Slocum, Phy
sical Education; Judith Smith,
Math.; Janet Sobkowicz, Busi
ness Education; Carol Spencer,
Science; Janet Stiehl, Physical
E d u c a t i o n ; Marjorie Stucka, Math.; Lois Tannenbaum,
E n g l i s h ; Antonio Tebesceff,
Spanish; Karen Thiele, Math.;
J e a n e t t e Wraga, Home Ec.;
Joyce Wyble, Social Studies;
Susan Wyble, Social Studies.

Home of the Dancing Hamburger

West’s Diner
Rt. 46
Little Falls, N. J.
Where Good Friends Come to Eat and Meet
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CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS
Mary Carl

Mary G e r t r u d e Carl, 21,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
M. Carl, 3085 17th St., Sacram
ento, Calif., has been accepted
by the Institure of European Stu
dies for its 1966-67 undergradu
ate program at the University
of Vienna.
Miss Carl is finishing her jun
ior year at Monrclair State Col
lege, Upper Montclair, N.J.
In Austria, Miss Carl will be
enrolled in a program that offes regular German taught un
iversity courses, English-taught
courses for those without strong
a b i l i t y in German, intena b i l i t y in German, inten
sive German language instruc
tion, and supplementary cours
es and seminars in fine arts and
p h i l o s o p h y . Two field-stu
dy trips in Western Europe are
included.
Thus far, Miss Carl’s studies
have emphasized the study of
history. She is a member of Del
ta Zeta SORORITY.
Miss Carl will sail from New
York aboard the R.M.S. Queen
Elizabeth August 31 and will re
turn to the United States after
the completion of the program
at the end of June, 1967.
Miss Carl said she looks for
ward to her year in Europe as an
o p p o r t u n i t y for stimulat
ing study in preparation for a
career in her chosen field. She
intends to complete her under
graduate studies at Chico State
College,
The Institute of EUOPEAIS AP
C h i c a g o . With undergradu
ate programs in Vienna, Paris,
Nances, Madrid, and Freiburganization with headquarters in
the institute of europeais a p,
The Institute of EURAIS AP
West Germany, it is the largest
U.S. o r g a n i f a t i o n
con-

Instructor Honored
For Literary W ork
Dr. Eloísa Rivera-Rivera .as
sociate professor of Spanis hat
Montclair State College, h a s
won a Diploma of Award, a
$600 literary prize, from t h e
Literature Institute of t h e Univesity of Puerto Rico.
Dr. Rivera-Rivera will re
ceive the award in San Juan
next month.
He work, “ Poetry i n Puerto
Rico Before 1843,” was selected
from among all Puerto Rico lit
erary productions of 1965 by a
committee of Puerto Rico news
papermen and educators.
A resident of Ne wYork, Dr.
Rivera-Rivera joined the Mont
clair State College faculty i n
1959. She is a graduate of the
University of Puerto Rico and
received a masters’ degree and
a doctorate in philosophy and
S p a n i s h American literature
from Columbia University.

Its Your SGA
(Continued from page 5)

Life Hall. Life Hall was built
for a student enrollment of 1800.
Need I say more? ReminderThe Student Government Asso
ciation office is located on the
second floor fo Life Hall.. See
you at the football game? And
then the rains canie
"ESP-DISK, recording com
pany of the new music and
the FUGS, wants campus reps
for surveys and public rela
tions assignments. Contact im
mediately B. Slollman, ESP,
156 5th Ave., New York 10010."
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Players ’ 1966- 77 Season
Slates Three Productions

the air line’s Invernational Ste
With its 1966-67 season, Play- century; Pirandello’s Six Chart
wardess College in Miami, Flor
ida. We a r i n g her new gold ers of Montclair State has set a Jacters is a theatrical journey
wings on the horizon blue, high , very high goal for itself—truly e- into allusion embodying all the
fashion uniform, she is serrving ducational theater. The new sea uniquely modern principles uf
aboard Jet Clipper flights from son, consisting of three major the Theatre of . the Absurd; and
New York to Europe.
productions and one workshop,
Miss Groenhoff was born in is designed with the student in Moliere’s Tartuffe is a classic ex
Amsterdam, Holland, and lived mind. With the production of ample of a comedy of manners,
there 12 years later. She is a 19- Murder in the Cathedral (Nov. 10, an important link between classi
66 graduate of Montclair State 11, 12, 13, and 14), Six Characters cal Roman comedy and the com
College, where she was a mem ; in Search of an Author (March 2, edy of today.
Johanna Groenhoff
The season will be further en
Born in the lad of windmills, ber of Delta Thera Psi sorority 3, 4, and 6), and Tartuffee (Ap
pretty
Johanna Groenhoff, and active in outdoor sports, in ril 27,28,29, and May 1), the stu hanced by the Workshop, which
of Point Pleasant Beach, New eluding swimming and sailing. dents of our college, neighbor promises to be both interesting
Jersey, is flying faster than the ( She is a former lifeguard and ing colleges and high schools and very enlightening. Playeis
wind across the Atlantic as a swimming instructor, has tour will have the opportunity to see will be presenting two playlets
Pan American World Airways ed Europe. All Pan Am stewar plays that they have studied or by Bertolt Brecht, Der Jasager
desses are required to have a se- !
stewardess.
considered in class. Many of und Der Neinsager. or The Man
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. cond language, and Miss Groen these “ classics of theater” are Who Says Yes and The Man Who
Hendrik G. Groenhoff, 300 Cur hoff speaks Dutch, F r e n c h , not very often produced on the Says No. Both plays were writ
tis A v e n u e , Point Pleasant some Spanish and German.
professional stage, except, per ten in 1928 in the nature of an
The Pan Am college in Miami |
Beach, is a recent graduate of
haps, in repertory, and the stu experiment in what has since
annually gives wigns to some
bee termed the “ alienation-ef
1,200 young women graduates, dent who wishes to see the play
performed, an experience vital fect,” a form of drama in which
from all parts of the world. Stu- j
Gladstone
to his understanding of the work, the audience itself plays an in
dents from 40 different countries
teresting part. The program for
(Continued from page 3)
is most likely disappointed.
have completed the five-week j
Inter-Faith
Council,
Amphi training course, sharing luxury i In an attempt to partially a- this Workshop, which will be pre
theatre (stage area); 12:15, In- hotel-type quarters and a palm- mend this situation, Players will sented Dec. 8,9, and 10, will in
clude a discussion of Brecht’s
ter-Carsity Christian Fellowship shaded swimming pool.
bring to the Memorial Auditor theory and its implications for
Amphitheatre
(stage
area);
ium stage three plays which modern drama.
12:30, Modern Dance Club, Li
have made significant contri
..1
brary Fountain (outfits); 1:45,
butions to the development of
The members of Players will,
Aldornia, Library (inside-main
Theater.
be serving the dual role of per
staircase to the left); 2:00, Fine
formers and educators, and their
Arts Assoc., Library Display
T.
S. Eliot's verse play, Mur
Dr. Thomas N. Ric'nardsnn, der in the Cathedral, helped to efforts proimse to enrich nut
Area; 2:15, Beta Epsilon Tau,
Fine Arts (Bench Area); 2:30, president; of Montclair S t a t e rekindle an interest in the tra only the student’s social calen
Sigma Delta Phi, Fine Arts Colllege, has announced the ap dition of poetic drama in this dar, but also his educational
goals for personal improvement.
(Bench Area); 2:45, Kappa Pi, pointment of Dr. Anne Cole Cas
Mallory stairs-entrance to Fine tens as director of College High |
Arts; 3:00, Junto. Mallory Loun ion school. She succeeds Miss
MSG vs. UCLA
ge; 3:15, Aphesteon, Mallory School, the campus demonstrat-|
Joan
Gallagher,
who
will
con
Lounge; 3:30, Math Club, Mal
(Continued from page 5)
lory Case Display; 3:45, Radio tinue on the faculty as an as
mind to become a doctor. The
Club, Radio Room of Mallory; sociate professor of education.
Dr. Castens holds bachelor of person with equivalent potent
4:00, Delta Omicron Pi, Mallory
155; 4:15, Epsilon Pi Tau, Mal arts and master of arts degrees ial in New Jersey may well go
lory 155; 4:30, Sigma Eta Sigma, from Montclair State and h e r
to MSC and become a teacher.
Mallory 155 (down front); 4:45, doctorate in supervision and
Sigma Alpha Eta, Memorial Aud. curriculum from Rutgers Uni The situation would be just as
poor were Montclair and the
Bench
Area;
5:00, Paidian versity.
She began her reaching car five other state colleges orient
League, Grace Freeman Read
eer in Our Lady of Grace Par ed toward training doctors to
ing Room.
ochial School, Hoboken, a n d the erclusion of other occup
Wednesday, October 19
9:00, Montclarion, Pub Office; continued as a social studies ations.
9:15, Quarterly, Pub Office; 9:30, and English teacher at PasisasIt takes time for the Mont
S.G.A. Officers, SGA Office; es Park Junior High School. In
clair graduate to orient himself
1953
she
became
principal
of
9:45, Forensic Assoc., Mem. Aud.
to the sirteen libraries and two
Bench Area; 10:00, Senior Class the latter school and, in 1965,
university such as UCLA, tl tak
was
appointe
principal
of
t
heOfficers, La Campana Office;
es effort on the part of the stud
new
junior-senior
high
school
in
.
10:15, Voice of Montclair, Mr.
|2 1 A storekeeper
ent to investigate with Montclai
Leo’s Office; 10:30, Thucydians, Palisades Park.
had 17 TOT Staplers. | ( #
professors the varied graduate
Dr.
Castens
has
been
active
Life Hall Lounge; 10:45, Society
All but 3 were sold, y
Psychical Research, Life Hall in various professional organiz schools available to him and to
How
many did ,
encourage
himself
to
spend
or
Lounge; 11:00, Young Demo ations and is a past-president of
he
have
left?
crats, Young Repub., Student the Bergen County Secondary borrow the two or three thous
and
dollars
to
continue
school
Peace Union, Front of Mem. School Administrators Associ
Aud.; 11:15, Sports Car Club, ation and the Bergen-Hudson ing.
Front of Mem. Aud. (must have Junior High School Interrscholas- i Possibly the m o s t difficult
sports ca r); 11:30 Phi Mu Alpha, tic Athletic Association.
She resides av 142 Sylvan Ave barrier the MSC student must
Front of Music Bldg.; 11:45, Sig
face is the psychological barri
ma Alpha Iota, Front of Music nue, Leonia, with her husband, er. When our friends are plan
Bldg., 12:00, M.E.N.C., Side Door Edward H., and son, Christo ning graduate study, it is easy
This is the
Music Bldg.; 1:15, Eta Sigma pher, 15.
to plan in a similar manner. A
Phi, Ramp of Adminis. Bldg.;
cycle of which the Montclair
1:30, Gamma Theta Upsilon.
student must be wary is:
Ramp of Admin. Bldg.; 1:45, Pi
Studnt teaching, leadinn to:
Gamma Mu, Ramp of Admin.
Stimulus to teach and talk of
Bldg.; 2:00, Inter-Sorority & In
teaching,
leading to:
ter-Fraternity, Rear of Admin.
Dr. Thomas . Richardson,
Bldg, facing women’s dorms; President of Montclair S t a t e '
Acceptance of teaching posi
2:15,
International
Relations College, has announced a Christ tion for “ one year,” leading to:
Club, Chapin Hall Lounge; 2:30, mas tour of Puerto Rico under
Security i n position w i t h
English Club. Chapin Hall Loun ed as an economical, cultural, i thoughts transferred to partge; 2:45, Men & Women’s Inter- and satisfying excuksion that |time graduate work at a local
Dorm Councils, Front of Russ Field Studies. The 8-day tour, college, leading to:
Hall; 3:00, French Club, 1st the auspices of the Bureau o f
Loss of perspective as to the
floor lounge of Freeman; 3:15, Terest will be El Yunque Rain
|contributed one can really make
Spanish Club, 1st floor lounge if desired.
No bigger than a pack of gum but packs
of Freeman 3:30, Pi Delta Phi,
Some of the tour points of in- j to the world. He never associat*
the punch of a b»R deal! Refill* available j
everywhere.
Unconditionally guaranteed.,,
1st floor lounge of Freeman can be taken for college credit I es with people of national reMade in U.S.A Get it at any stationery,
i
putation
and
fails
to
approach
variety, book store!
(piano); 3:45, Sigma Delta Pi, Forest; the Central mountains,
1st floor lounge of Freeman lakes and plantations; Phos : the limits of his own potential.
However, if the Montclair
phorescent Bay; and, old and
(piano).
INC,
Thursday, October 20
new San Juan. A 1-day trip to I State College student makes the
Long Island City, N Y. 11101
9:00, Home Ec. Chapter, Home the Virgin Islands is an optional j effort to overcome these barri
¡UMO UBJ naA UU>JI |004JS upil| ISO*
Ec. House; 9:15, Chico State extra of $30. Total cost of t h e ers, he broadens his entire
-p u u q a in aj.A a q i ‘jp u a d u p u u q o o q aio u *
Girls, Home Ec. House; 9:3$, tour, except for meals, is $395. |ers, he broadens his entire
o» ix a u a sn u ja fl
u ia q i S uiA n q
ai« siuapms -s-wideis XOX J° A|Ltfqndoa
For f u r t h e r information, j scope of life. If he then becomes
Psychology Club, Stairs of Educ
a in
Ajo is oq* in o q a isn f s ,|« q i ‘P“ V
¡a o jq x Z
aq» jo m o a u i p u n i s<
ation Annex; 9:45, Players Exec. write Edgar C. Bye, Director of a teacher, he becomes one by
a q ‘ m q i J»njV 'A üiw-j iu h I S M 3 A \ S N V
Board and Advisors, Box Office; Field Studies, Montclair State I choice, not be channelling; h e
11:00, Symphonic and Concert College, Upper Montclair, e w then offers his students a wider
perspective.
Jersey.
Band, During Rehearsal.
ducting undergraduate foreignstudy programs.
Its students come from nearly
300 U.S. colleges and universi
ties. In addition, the Institute
plans, organizes, and conducts
specially
designed prog
rams abroad for a number of
U.S. institutions of higher learn
ing.
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MONTCLARION

Lucenko To Head

I

September 26, 1866

Sports ‘ri Stuff

Soccer Team
The appointment: of Leonard
Lucenko as Varsity Soccer and
Track Coach at Montclair State
College has been announced by
Henry Schmidt, Director of Ath
letics.
Lucenko, who comes to M.S.C.
from Pratt Institute, will b e
succeeding John McKeon. McKeon resigned in June to take
a position at East Stroudsburg
State College.

Scene from last year’s East Stroudsburg - MSC game.

MSC Indians Battle Warriors
Saturday at Sprague Field
East Stroudsburg, rding the crest of a 12 game winning
Streak opened its 1966 season here at Sprague Field, Saturday
night, at 8:00 p.m. tangling with arch rival Montclair State.
The meeting between the two schools was the thirteenth in
the series dating back to 1936.
Las year, playing at East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, the
Warriors edged out the Indians
East Stroudsburg State fought
in the last seconds of the fourth
period, 7-6. All the scoring last back to tie the score on a 14-yard
year came in the final period of run by Glen Ray and won the
on Jim
Scagliotti’s
play with MSC taking a 6-0 lead contest
when Bill Sabbers recovered a placement.
fumble by J i m Wolfe in the
Montclair State’s only win in
home eleven’s end zone.
the series in the last eight meet

Indians To Face
Ithaca, October 1

ings took place in 1963 whe nthe
I n d i a n s downed East Stroud
sburg State, 18-12. Montclair
State’s other victories all came
in a three year span from 1937
through 1939.

The new Indians’ coach is a
graduate of Temple University
and holds a master’s degree
from New York University.
An outstanding athlete a t
Franklin High School in Phila
delphia, Lucenko won letters
in soccer and baseball. He cap
tained the soccer team during
his junior and senior years and
was a Geater Philadelphia allstar selection in soccer for two
years.
At Temple, the new M.S.C.
coach played three years of
varsity soccer and captained
the booting squad in his senior
year. He was an all-Middle At
lantic Conference first team sel
ection in his senior year I n
addition, Lucenko also lettered
in track at Temple.
Lucenko coached the fresh
man soccer team at Hunter Col
lege for one year following
graduateion in June, 19 6 1
through June, 1965, he coached
soccer, basketball and baseball
at Eron Prep in New York City.
After coaching Pratt’s fresh
man team to an 8-1 record in
last year and piloted his team
lyn College on a full time basis
to a fine 9-1 mark.
In addition to his coaching,
Lucenko has been active as a
soccer player with a number of
teams including the Philadel
phia Urkanians, Elizabeth Ur
kanians, New York Urkanians
and Newark Urkanians.
This past season he played
with the Newark Sports Club in
the German-American Soccer
League.

East Stroudsburg State has re
The Indians will travel to It gistered the two biggest victor
haca, New York, Saturday, Oct ies in the rivalry ----- 53 to 0 in
ober 1, 1966, at 2:00 p.m. to 1946 and 47 — 0 in 1959. The 53 —
take on the Bombers of Ithaca 0 licking in 1946 is the worst de
College.
feat ever suffered by the Indians
in
football.
Last year Ithaca ran rough
shod through the best small col The series:
leges in the East, backing u p
204 points and was unbeaten in 1936 East Stroudsburg State 13,
eight games. With 26 letterman Montclair State 12
back and the majority of them 1937 Montclair S t a t e 25, East
last year’s best performers, It Stroudsburg State 0
haca should again be a power
1938 M o n t c 1 a i r State 7, East
house. At quarterback, Coach
Stroudsburg State 0
The appointment of George
Dick Lyon has installed Frank
1939 Montclair St a t e 8, East Horn as Varsity Cross-Country
Slattery, adept passer and field
Stroudsburg State 0
Coach at Montclair State Col
general.
A1 Guenther, last
1940
East
Stroudsburg
State
3,
lege
was announced today b y
year’s scoring leader, is expect
Henry Schmidt, Director of Ath
ed to be Slattery’s prime tar Montclair State 0
1941 East Stroudsburg S t a t e 14 letics.
get.
Montclair
State 13
Horn will be taking over the
Montclair played exceptional
&*
East
Stroudsburg
State 53 direction of the hill and dale
ly well against Ithaca but were
squad from Schmidt. The move
defeated 18-13. After Ithaca’s Montclair State 0
first loss to West Chester, look 1958 E a st Stroudsburg State 16, is being made to give Schmidt
more time to direct MSC inter
our Jim Carovillano and t h e Montclair State 0
for a 27-20 Indian victory with 1959 East Stroudsburg State 47, collegiate athletic program.
A graduate o f Boys High
Bombers’ Frank Slattery filling Montclair State 0
1962 East Stroudsburg Sttat'e 29, School (Brooklyn) and Albright
the air with footballs.
Montclair 20
College (Pa.,) Horn comes t o
1963 Montclair State 18, East Montclair State College after
ten years as a science a n d
Mr. Lucenko invites all who Stroudsburg State 12
are interested in Soccer to try 1965 East Stroudsburg State 7, mathematics insturctor at New
York University.
out for the varsity and junior Montclair State 6
The new Indians’ coach holds
varsity team. See him today GAMES WON: East Stroudsburg
or next week in Gym office or State 8, Montclair State 4
a master’s degree in physical
at Brookdale Park Soccer field TOTAL POINTS: EAST Strouds education from NYU and a doc
burg State 194, Montclair State torate in higher education from
at 3:30 p.m.
109
the same institution.

by Alan Friedman

mm
Whenever a team starts a season, whether it is football, oasketball, baseball, etc., the coach and the team are usually optimis
tic about the team’s chances. This year’s Montclair State Football
team is no different. Led bby Rich Higgins’ fabulous running last
year, the Indians lacked an adequate passing game to match their
7-0 record of two years ago. This year, even though stars like Rich
Higgins and Dick Keenan are gone, there will be two other players
who c o u l d make a big differ
ence. They are J i m Carovil flow quicker and harder. This
lano, who was nov in school for kind of enthusiasm could make
the football season last year, it a little easier for the Indians
and who led the team to a 9-0 re to give all they’ve got arid more
cord two years ago, and Tony optimism s h o u l d reign high.
Calazzo, who was hurt last year, How high it will stay will be
but is back to put pressure on known Saturday morning.
opposing runners from his def
ensive end position.
Probably the biggest change
is the new head coach, Mr. Fer
UPPER MONTCLAIR — Bill
ris, who took over when Dr. Ed Neal of Passaic (NJ), Tony Cawards left for Adelphi College. izzo of Bayonne (NJ) and Jim
The players I talked with feel Carovillano of Rutherford (NJ)
that Ferris’ job thus far has have been elected tri-captains
been nothing short of excellent. of Montclair State College’s 1966
Just how excellent it has been varsity football team, it has
will be shown in the next sever b e e n
announced by ' Henry
al weeks. The Indians open at (Hank) Ferris, varsity coach.
home, the first game, being
Neal, 6-2 and 230 pounds, will
played on campus at Sprague be playing his fourth year o f
Field. This Friday night against varsity tackle in 1966. A stand
East Stroudsberg State, it would out high school performer a t
be nice to see and hear an over Passaic under Manlio Boverini,
flow crowd fill the empty spaces Neal was All-Passaic Valley
that have been present in the Conference selection in his sen
past. It seems that somewhere, ior year. He is single and an
a small group got the idea that industrial arts major at MSC.
the people who support their
Last year Neal was named to
school, help their classes, or get the Eastern Football Confer
out and yell for their athletic ence’s first team defensive unit
teams are just a bunch of “ rah- at tackle.
rahs.” Maybe it’s true. Look at
Caiazzo, 6-3 and 210 pounds,
all the rah-rahs that go wild in
played his scholastic football at
Yankee Stadium when the foot Bayonne High. A senior with the
ball Giants arre at home, or all
Indians, Caiazzo has been a
the rah-rahs that support such
standout at end for tne Indians
c o l l e g e s as USC, Michigan
for the last two seasons. He is
State, and, most of all, tht mili
single and a physical education
tary academy teams.
major.
It’s the ki n d of enthusiasm
Carovillano, who is returning
that makes a team try a little to football after a one year lay
harder. The kind of appreciation off, let the Indains to an unde
for a dynamic performance hel feated season in 1964. The Mont
ped the Browns upset the Balti clair State quarterback played
more Colts in ‘64; helped Koufax his high school football at Ruth
reach back for that something erford and played a good deal
extra when he needed it; and the of football in the Army. He is
kind of cheers arid applause that single and a physical education
can make a player’s adrenalin major.

Name Tri-Captains

He was a standout in football,
basketball and track at Boys
High an d captained the hoop
squad in his senior year. H e
participated in the same three
sports at Albright.
Horn, a veteran of four years
sevice with the US Marine
Corp, has coached at Columbia

LOUVIS

Grammer School in NYC. H e
rose to the rank of First Lie
utenant during his four years
with the Marines.
In addition to his coaching,
Horn will be an Associate Pro
fessor of Physical Education
with MSC Panzer School o f
Physical Education.

CHAR-BROIL

Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner
Monday to Saturday
7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
613 Valley Road

PI 4-9559 — 746-0911

Upper Montclair

Orders to take out

